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MSH CONCLUDES PHASE 2 OF SERVICE DELIVERY PROJECT
BY ADAM MOORE

T

he most recent phase of the Kaufman Global Service Delivery Improvement Project came to an end on March 20 with a meeting of several dozen
employees who gathered to learn about the progress that has been made in implementing Lean Methodology at Mississippi State Hospital since last summer.
MSH Director Bo Chastain and the Kaufman Global Project Lead Don Rae led
the presentation, going over the main components of this phase of the project,
including a cultural assessment, the development of the hospital’s newly-stated
vision, mission, and values, and the Rapid Improvement Events that have taken
place over the past several months. The presentation concluded with some recommendations for the future, and tentative plans for a third phase later this
year.
“I think we’ve made a lot of progress in the weeks we’ve been involved in this
training, but this is just the beginning and certainly there is more progress to be
made,” Chastain said. “During the last 15 weeks, a lot of change has occurred
and we now have many staff members working with new responsibilities, new
accountabilities, and in new roles. I want to thank everyone for adapting to
these changes, for accommodating them, for accepting them, and for the good
work you have done.
“We’re going to continue to support you in these efforts. Thank you for engaging in this process. We’re obligated to, and we want to, improve the services we
provide our patients and to each other. We need a proven methodology and
structure for improving those services, and I believe that’s what Lean provides.”
The main components of this phase, dubbed 2A, included a two-day overview
of Lean Methodology with various MSH staff members, the implementation
of weekly Executive Steering Committee meetings, seven Rapid Improvement
Events (RIE), and the further development of “Lean Leaders” who will sustain
Lean culture at the hospital.
“Whenever we’re on a project, we’re always looking to work ourselves out of a
job,” Rae said. “We’re trying to transfer skills so the Lean Leaders can continue
on after we’re gone. When you move into more areas, you have more Lean
Leaders, more people working on improvement projects, and that’s better for
sustainability.”
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But Rae also noted that one of the
most important aspects of Mississippi State Hospital’s transformation
into a Lean organization occurred
in the first weeks of this project, and
that was the redefining of the hospital’s vision, mission, and values.
“That is really important work, and
that’s why it was at the very beginning,” he said. “Everything the hospital does should align with the vision,
mission, and values.”

“THESE ARE THINGS
THAT SEEM VERY SIMPLE, BUT TO THE PERSON WHO’S DEALING
WITH THEM ON A DAILY BASIS, IT’S A BIG
DEAL,” RAE SAID.
During the 15 weeks of the Phase 2
project, Kaufman Global staff members and the hospital’s Lean Leaders
facilitated seven different Rapid Improvement Events. They focused on:
Female Receiving treatment planning, the MSH unit management
system, baseline staffing ratios, the
unit management system’s reorganization, optimizing observations on
Oak Circle Center, the maintenance
work order system, and improving
medication and supply delivery.
“Pretty well every Rapid Improvement Event we went into, we found
waste. Even if it was just something
like employees making extra phone
calls because they have questions that
need clarification, there is waste that
exists,” Rae said.
“We want to improve work processes
to the point where there aren’t a lot of
workarounds or defects or extra time
spent doing things you shouldn’t
need to do.”
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This transformation to a lean organization looks to the employees who
have been doing their jobs in order to
find ways to improve those processes.
It’s those employees who take part in
the RIEs and identify the waste they
see and the ways they could be improving. As Rae noted, all of the RIEs
found ways they could be improving
on their service delivery.
In the Female Receiving RIE, employees came up with processes to
develop a master treatment plan for
a patient within seven days of her admission and to enable more patientcentered care. It also called for the
tracking of Key Performance Indicators on all wards, and even opened
up Ward 3 again to allow each treatment team to have its own service.
The two RIEs on the unit management system ended with a reorganization that defined some new
roles and responsibilities and also
addressed issues regarding clinical
supervision. One of the most significant results of them were clarifying
lines of supervision.
The RIE that looked at baseline staffing ratios analyzed the current staffing levels by building. This RIE was
the result of some issues that were
discussed during Phase 1 of the
Kaufman Global project at MSH,
when some employees cited as a
problem the fact that it isn’t uncommon to be moved from their assigned
unit to another due to call ins or other staffing issues.
Addressing that issue is one that can
have several results. Work teams who
are used to spending time together
learn to trust each other, become
comfortable as a team, and have
more confidence when they know
they can rely on their coworkers.
The OCC observations RIE addressed the observations and justifications for criteria. As a result, it

eliminated automatic observation
orders at the time of admission,
implemented hall monitors after 8
p.m., and developed a new form that
Mental Health Technicians can use
to provide more information about
their observations. These changes
have enabled a reduction in overtime
and also made MHTs a more valuable part of the team, since they can
provide physicians with more information from their time spent with
patients.

the implementation of policies that
allow the Medical Officer on Duty to
sign for multiple doses, which frees
up nurses’ time, and installing a “stop
and go” sign at the med room door
that reduces distractions. The pharmacy also improved the clinical variance form to simplify data capture.

The RIE for the maintenance work
order system had objectives of defining priorities, establishing key performance indicators around tracking
the status of work orders, and clearly
stating any technological needs necessary in the future.

“These are things that seem very simple, but to the person who’s dealing
with them on a daily basis, it’s a big
deal,” Rae said.

The last RIE looked at ways to improve medication supply and delivery. Some of the objectives were to
look for opportunities for use automation technology, to reduce nurse
distractions, and to raise awareness
of patients’ insurance coverage so the
treatment team knows what medications will be within reach after discharge. Some of the results have been

Many of the results of the RIEs follow
the principle of “kaizen,” a Japanese
word that means small changes for
the better.

The Kaizen Action Sheet, a tool of the
Lean Daily Management System, is a
suggestion form to recommend these
incremental changes. They have
been distributed on units where Lean
Methodology has been introduced,
but more elements will be introduced
to units across the hospital and in Jaquith Nursing Home in the future.
“There will be a focus on continuous improvement, and each patient
or resident building will eventually

have its own Continuous Improvement Plan that shows what will be
focused on, what will be done to get
there, and how improvements will be
measured,” Rae said. “There will be a
scorecard and a plan that shows what
is expected to get done.”
As the Phase 2A overview began to
wind down, MSH Director Bo Chastain noted that over the past year,
these initiatives have increased Mississippi State Hospital’s capacity to
deliver superior care to its patients
and residents, they have lifted employee morale, and, as a complementary outcome, they have reduced
costs.
“When we set out to implement
Lean methodology a year ago, our
purpose was to improve quality and
safety and to increase our capacity to
deliver superior care,” he said. “As a
byproduct of the improvements staff
have achieved, we’ve also created
opportunities to decrease operating
costs. That’s what we can do when we
truly engage in a program of continuous service improvement, and that’s
what I hope everyone is excited about
with this project.”

FRIENDS OF MSH CELEBRATES 13TH ANNUAL FARMER JIM NEAL GOLF
CLASSIC
BY ADAM MOORE

D

ozens of golfers teed off on
Friday, April 11 as Friends of
Mississippi State Hospital hosted
its largest fundraiser of the year, the
Farmer Jim Neal Golf Classic.

nesses. Though he passed away in
2006, Farmer Jim Neal attended the
first several years of the tournament,
which now continues with his family’s participation.

heart for the downtrodden, and she
remembers him visiting with patients at Mississippi State Hospital,
many of whom knew him from the
radio.

The tournament, which celebrated
its 13th anniversary this year, is
named in honor of “Farmer” Jim
Neal, a former legislator and radio
personality who was known across
the state. He was also a strong supporter of Mississippi State Hospital and the services it provides for
individuals living with mental ill-

“We’re just proud that we can do
this every year and carry on his
memory,” said Janna Neal Bradley,
Farmer Jim’s daughter. “This is the
13th year, and when we first started,
we didn’t know if it would go on this
long but we sure hoped it would.”

“He loved golf and he loved the
State Hospital, and he used to go to
the hospital and play golf with the
patients. It meant a lot to him that
this tournament was able to benefit
them,” she said.

Bradley said her father always had a
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The tournament benefits Friends of
Mississippi State Hospital, a volun-

Friends of Mississippi State Hospital celebrated the 13th annual Farmer Jim Neal Golf Classic on Friday, April 11 at Whisper Lake Country Club in
Madison. The fundraiser grossed an estimated $55,000, including several thousand dollars of in-kind donations. Pictured are (front row, l to r) members of the Neal family Ava Rose Walden, great-granddaughter; Mrs. Anne Neal, wife; Janna Neal Bradley, daughter; Savanna Walden, great-granddaughter; Tommy Bradley, husband of Janna; Anna Laura Hatchett, granddaughter; Jeff Hatchett, husband of Anna Laura; (back row, l to r) Michael
Kimbrell, BankPlus; Joel Ross, Friends of MSH; James Chastain, Mississippi State Hospital; Jim Walt, Valley Services; and Steve Lesley, Mississippi
Hospital Association.

teer organization dedicated to promoting awareness of mental illnesses and raising funds for individuals
who are served through the hospital.
Friends funds projects at the hospital throughout the year, such as a
patient fishing rodeo, a golf tournament for patients, and an Independence Day fireworks display.
Thirty teams played in the tournament, and many other individuals
volunteered their time to assist with
it. Major sponsors for the tournament were BankPlus and Valley
Services, while birdie sponsors were
Ergon and Mississippi Hospital Association.

family hopes to be there for many
more tournaments to come.
“It’s an honor to us for the Friends
group to keep this going and to have
it in Jimmy’s memory,” she said. “It
means a lot and it’s just so wonderful. We hope there will be many
more and they will be a success for
a long time.”

“On behalf of the Friends organization, I would like to thank everyone
for their support,” Friends of MSH
President Joel Ross said. “We get
to do this every year because of our
supporters and their participation,
as well as everyone who joins us to
play. Thank you to everyone who
has been a part of this. We appreciate all that you do.”
Farmer Jim’s wife, Anne, said her
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ROPES COURSE BRINGING NEW CHALLENGES TO
MISSISSIPPI STATE HOSPITAL
BY ADAM MOORE

Members of Mississippi State Hospital’s psychology staff had a unique
experience last month, one that will
stick with them in both their personal lives and while they are at the
hospital treating individuals who are
in need of their service.
A group of hospital employees recently gathered under the instruction of Larry Hanson, himself a
licensed therapist, to go through a
week of training on the hospital’s
newly-refreshed ropes challenge
course. For those not familiar with
them, ropes courses are challenging outdoor environments used for
team building and personal development exercises. There are “high
courses” and “low courses” that have
different challenge levels, but they
all have something in common.
“We take people out of their comfort
zones, put them in a unique physical environment, and a unique social environment, and we ask them
to solve challenging tasks,” Hanson
said.
The hospital’s course is located at

the campgrounds on the northwest
side of the campus. It would be considered a low course, and it focuses
on activities that promote cooperation, problem solving, socialization
and trust-building exercises. The
climbing wall challenges a group
to get every member over the top –
something only a few would be able
to do on their own, but something
that can be accomplished through
teamwork once those few reach the
top and help others to do the same.
The trust fall challenges participants
to take a place on a stand built several feet up on the side of a tree. Just
as the name says, they then have to
trust their team members to catch
them as they let themselves fall
down into their team’s arms.
The triangle traverse is two cables
attached to one tree, with the cables
strung outwards towards two separate trees, creating a triangle shape.
In this exercise, team members
stand on the cables at the narrow
end of the triangle and have to work
together to move as far down the triangle as they can, using each other
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for balance and support.
In all three of these activities, and
in other ropes exercise, teamwork
and trust is essential. Not every activity there will be using the ropes
and obstacles, but they will all still
have the focus on trust, teamwork,
and communication. One of the
exercises that made an impression
on the Psychology Services Department last month is known as “willow in the wind.” In this exercise,
the group stands around one member in the middle of a circle. That
member then closes his or her eyes,
leans against the circle, and trusts
the others to support him and pass
him around the circle safely.
Eventually the person in the center
will be lifted up in the air, where he
will be gently swayed before being
gently lowered back to the ground.
Psychologist Christina Torti said it
was a unique experience that made
an impression on her. She ended
up volunteering to be in the middle
twice.
“It was very nurturing to feel sup-

als can opt out of any activity
they would like. Even if participants do opt out, they’ll still
be supported by the group, and
they’ll still be trusted with other activities.
ported – completely supported –
when you’re higher off the ground
and you have no control, and you’re
completely supported by everyone
with you,” she said. “It takes a lot of
trust, but unlike the trust fall, you
don’t have to put a lot of thought
into it because it just feels like you’re
taken care of.”

The activities aren’t necessarily
physically challenging; the concepts
behind them are just as sound if a
team is one foot off the ground or 30
feet off the ground, and many activities aren’t particularly physical at all.
As Torti said, the benefits come not
just from performing the activity,
but from processing the activity.

Hanson said that the notion of
“challenge by choice” is key to how
a ropes course works. Individu-

Psychologist Monica Kline said the
group made the experience stand
out for her.
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“Just knowing you had the people
there to support you, whether they
were spotting or were going to catch
you, was really good and it made the
overall experience really good,” she
said.
After several days of training, the
hospital employees said they had
bonded over the experience. That’s
what can be expected of similar
groups, including those made of patients, who spend time at the course
as it becomes integrated into the
hospital’s programming.
“One of the things that really stands
out for me is that when we started
off, each person may have a differ-

ent idea of how to complete a task,
but everyone listened and gave credence to each person, and then as a
team we figured out ways to attempt
the problems,” said Drew Long, a licensed therapist on the CDU.
That spirit of cooperation is something that applies to both staff members and patients. Even the participants in this session serve different
areas of the hospital with different
patient populations. This group also
included a representative from Staff
Education.
“We’re a team here at the hospital,
from new employees to others who
have been here longer, and this is all
applicable,” Andrew Strehlow with
Staff Education said. “If someone
is going through the drug and alcohol treatment program, they’ll need
the support of others around them
to be successful during their recovery. In the same way, if someone is a
new employee at the hospital, they’ll
need to see how they fit in and know
they’re not by themselves and they
have the support of others and you
have to work with others to be successful.
“That’s what I thought was great
about this. Everybody can get
something out of this, regardless of
the area of the hospital they come
from.”
Torti said she thought that aspect of
seeing how you as an individual fit

into a team, would be valuable for
individuals receiving services at the
hospital.
“We have so many patients who
don’t have a family or don’t have a
support system, and they’ll be leaving here to a new family or a new
support system like a group home or
a residential center,” she said. “This
is about team building, but also
about learning your place in a team
and how you fit in with a group or
in a house. There’s some self-awareness and self-exploration of that,”
she said.
Hanson, of Birmingham, is a licensed therapist, and he said he benefited from that self-awareness and
self-exploration after going through
a ropes course for the first time after his then-boss asked him to go
through one.
“My boss back in the day said I was a
little too starched shirt and I dressed
a little too stiffly and she wanted to
send me off to a ropes course training, and I came back from it thinking ‘wow, I could really use some of
this stuff in therapy,’” Hanson said.
That was in 1978, and he’s been involved in ropes courses ever since,
and there’s a good reason for that.
“I realized you could take people out
in the woods and you could see their
behaviors and it was actually very
different from what they thought
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their behaviors were or what they
told you their behaviors would be,”
he said. “You got to see the real
person when you put them in situations with other group members.
You see how they behave and how
they interact with other people and
then give them an opportunity to
change.”
He started his own business in 1991
and began building ropes courses
and training people how to use
them. He’s maintained his passion
for it, and has worked with different
types of organizations through the
years, including the military, private
businesses, and other psychiatric
programs.
“I’ve dealt with school systems, a
lot of times working with kids who
can’t sit still in a school room or kids
who in alternative schools or special needs kids. A lot of times, and
there’s a lot of research to back this
up, those kids can function highly
when you put something in their
hands to do rather than making
them learn sitting in a classroom,”
he said.
He said his experiences have led to
more memorable moments than he
could possibly tell anyone.
“Probably the most significant one
for me though was the very first one,
because it showed me that I could
do some things that I didn’t think I
could.”

JSU Social Work intern Lori Thompson (center) stands in front of a tree filled with blue ribbons to bring awareness to child abuse. Standing with
Thompson are (left to right) Oak Circle Center social workers Charlotte Miley, Andriena Fleming, Genevieve Garrett, and Raquel Barrett.

OAK CIRCLE CENTER RECOGNIZES CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION MONTH
BY TIM DURR
As part of National Child Abuse
Prevention Month in April, MSH
Social Work Intern Lori Thompson
helped children and adolescents recognize the signs of child abuse and
explained what to do if they or some
they know should become a victim.
“Child abuse occurs when a parent, family member or caretaker
physically hurts a child or adolescent making a youth feel worthless,
has sexual contact with him or her,
or does not provide adequate food,
care or shelter,” Thompson said.
Thompson said child abuse has no
barriers when it comes to net worth.
“It can happen in rich, average, or
poor homes, and even among the
homeless,” she said. “In most cases,
the abuser is related to the victim.”
Thompson explained that abuse

falls into several categories, including emotional abuse, physical abuse,
sexual abuse and neglect.

to a small tree in front of Building
23 where they all tied blue ribbons
throughout the branches.

Thompson said often children avoid
reporting abuse out of fear of being harmed by the abuser, or even
fear of what their parents may say.
However, she said it is best to report
abuse to a responsible adult as soon
as it happens.

The blue ribbon has become a symbol for child abuse awareness. Since
1989, thousands of people nationwide wear the blue ribbon during
National Child Abuse and Neglect
Prevention Month and year round
to create awareness of the need to
prevent child abuse and neglect.

Andriena Fleming, a social worker
at Oak Circle Center, commended
Thompson for presenting the awareness program to the young people.
“This is a topic that I feel needs to
be discussed on a regular basis,”
Fleming said. Lori did a great job
expounding on it.”
After her lecture, Thompson led the
young people and staff members
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